
Gestire Failure Mode 
and Effects Analysis

orgànico agg. e s. m. [dal lat. organîcus, «attinente 
alle macchine, agli strumenti; che serve di strumento» ]

Composto di parti distinte ma tra loro corrispondenti 

coordinate.

enciclopedia Treccani



la soluzione per la gestione delle Fmea.

FmeaNet

Struttura

Suggeritore 

Linea Guida 

FmeaNet is designed for immediate and linear use. An ease of 
use that is achieved through various measures.

Structure
The “spreadsheet” setting makes it very easy and quick 

Prompter 
During compilation, there are tools that allow analyses to be 
suggested that have already been carried out in other Fmea.
Guideline 
The compilation methods allow the methodology determined 
by the company to be used uniformly in a transparent way with 
“everyone speaking the same language”. 

A series of tools simplify the job of having to resume the Fmea 
already completed for reviewing, editing, replacing parts of the 
analysis.

FmeaNet 
di Progetto che di Processo.

 

Monitoraggio 

delle analisi.

Multilingua 

gestite.
Multistabilimento 

Multilingual 
In real time you can use the FMEA in the different languages 
handled.
Multi-site 
By maintaining a single server it is possible to handle several work 
groups in different locations, guaranteeing the division of the 
Fmea of the individual groups.

FmeaNet covers every aspect of the Fmea with its functions, both 
the Project as well as the Process.

Research 
Equipped with a powerful search engine, FmeaNet makes full use 
of all the risk analyses already known at the corporate level.
Monitoring 
Equipped with a monitoring tool designed to operationally follow 
the planned improvement actions.
Statistics 
Statistical tools to have control over the progress of the analyses.

Una soluzione facile An easy solution

Una soluzione completa A complete solution

A solution to share
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FmeaNet ottimizza la gestione della Fmea di 
Progetto e di Processo riducendo tempi di 
realizzazione e costi di gestione.
FmeaNet optimizes the management of the Design and Process 
FMEA, reducing time frames and management costs.
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